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The quantum instanton approximation for thermal rate constants, a type of quantum transition state
theory !QTST", is applied to a model proton transfer reaction in liquid methyl chloride developed
by Azzouz and Borgis. Monte Carlo path integral methods are used to carry out the calculations, and
two other closely related QTST’s, namely, the centroid-density and Hansen–Andersen QTST, are
also evaluated for comparison using the present path integral approach. A technique is then
introduced that calculates the kinetic isotope effect directly via thermodynamic integration of the
rate with respect to hydrogen mass, which has the practical advantage of avoiding costly evaluation
of the activation free energy. The present application to the Azzouz–Borgis problem shows that the
above three types of QTST provide very similar results for the rate, within 30% of each other, which
is nontrivial considering the totally different derivations of these QTSTs; the latter rates are also in
reasonable agreement with some other previous results !e.g., obtained via molecular dynamics with
quantum transitions", within a factor of #2(7) for the H(D) transfer, thus significantly diminishing
the possible range of the exact rates. In addition, it is revealed that a small but nonnegligible
inconsistency exists in the parametrization of the Azzouz-Borgis model employed in previous
studies, which resulted in the large apparent discrepancy in the calculated rates. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics. $DOI: 10.1063/1.1832598%

I. INTRODUCTION

As is well appreciated, the reaction rate of hydrogen
transfer is sometimes significantly impacted by nuclear quan-
tum effects of the transferring hydrogen. This is to be ex-
pected for reactions at low temperature or with a high acti-
vation barrier, but it is also known1,2 that for some enzymatic
reactions the hydrogen transfer proceeds via tunneling even
under physiological conditions with the help of thermal pro-
tein motions !called ‘‘promoting’’ or ‘‘gating’’ vibrations"
that directly modulate the donor-acceptor distance. A variety
of theoretical approaches have been used to investigate such
an involved quantum rate process by computer
simulation,3–8 among which of our concern in this paper
!i.e., related to Feynman’s path integral in imaginary
time"9,10 is the centroid-density quantum transition state
theory !QTST".11–14 This method adopts a rate expression
identical to the classical TST, but defines the activation free
energy in terms of the centroid of the imaginary-time path in
order to account for the quantum delocalization of the hydro-
gen. Another theoretical method of concern is the QTST de-
veloped by Hansen and Andersen,15 which is somewhat more
‘‘first-principles’’ and considers a direct short-time approxi-
mation to the rigorous quantum mechanical flux-flux corre-
lation function.16 The application of the Hansen-Andersen
method, however, has been limited to simple model systems

to date,15,17 because it was not obvious how to evaluate the
latter theory efficiently using path integral techniques rather
than basis set methods.

A recent paper18 has introduced a different QTST that
was motivated by an earlier semiclassical !SC" transition
state theory19 !also known as the ‘‘instanton’’ model"20 and is
thus referred to as the quantum instanton !QI" approxima-
tion. The similarity between the quantum and SC instanton
theories lies in the fact that steepest descent approximations
are used to evaluate the relevant integrals in the quantum
mechanical rate expression, while the critical difference is
that the Boltzmann operators involved in the QI rate expres-
sion are evaluated fully quantum mechanically rather than
within an SC approximation. !Here we recall that the steep-
est descent evaluation of the Boltzmann operator leads to the
well-known classical periodic orbit on an ‘‘upside-down’’
potential energy surface."19 The QI theory thus incorporates
all the tunneling contributions correctly and is expected to
overcome the quantitative deficiency of the SC instanton
model.21 Indeed, several test applications have shown the QI
theory to give accurate quantum rates over a wide tempera-
ture range, from the ‘‘deep’’ tunneling regime at low tem-
perature to the regime of over-barrier dynamics at high
temperature.18,22–26 A practical path integral scheme has also
been developed to evaluate the QI rate for more complex
chemical reactions,22 with which the QI theory was applied
to the gas-phase H!CH4!H2!CH3 reaction with all the
methane hydrogens treated symmetrically in full Cartesian
space.23

The purpose of this paper is thus to explore the applica-
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bility of the QI theory to a realistic chemical reaction in a
condensed phase. To this end we study a model proton trans-
fer reaction in solution developed by Azzouz and Borgis,27

AH!B!A"!H!B , !1.1"

where A , H , and B constitute a typical phenol-amine
H-bonding complex dissolved in liquid methyl chloride. The
reason for choosing this system is twofold. First, the
Azzouz–Borgis model embodies several important aspects
of condensed-phase proton transfer reactions !e.g., donor-
acceptor modes that directly modulate the potential barrier
and a polar solvent that qualitatively changes the free energy
profile via electrostatic interactions". Second, although a va-
riety of theoretical approaches have been applied to this
model,27–31 the calculated rates do not agree well and thus
the exact quantum rate is still unknown. More specifically,
Azzouz and Borgis investigated the above model using a
semiclassical curve-crossing TST and the centroid-density
QTST.27 Subsequently it was studied by other groups using
molecular dynamics with quantum transitions !MDQT",28,29
quantum Kramers approaches,30 and variational transition
state theory with multidimensional tunneling corrections
!VTST/MT".31 The calculated rates differ by more than two
orders of magnitude, implying the difficulty of obtaining
quantitatively accurate proton transfer rates in solution. The
Azzouz–Borgis model thus represents a rather nontrivial ap-
plication for the different QI theory.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
first summarize the Azzouz–Borgis model and present the
working expressions of the QI theory. We then describe the
path integral framework for evaluating the QI rate and how it
can be used also to deal with the Hansen–Andersen QTST. A
technique is then introduced that directly calculates the ki-
netic isotope effect !KIE" via thermodynamic integration of
the rate with respect to hydrogen mass. In Sec. III we discuss
important features of the relevant free energy surfaces, ex-
amine the statistical convergence rate of path integral estima-
tors, and compare the resulting QI rates with the previous
results. In Sec. IV we summarize the main conclusions in
this paper.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. The Azzouz–Borgis model for proton transfer
in polar solvent

In this section we describe the key aspects of the
Azzouz–Borgis model.27 We follow the specific version of
the model given by Hammes-Schiffer and Tully28 because all
the previous studies except for Ref. 27 have employed their
parametrization. The present model deals with a phenol-
amine H-bonding complex !AHB" dissolved in liquid methyl
chloride, where A and B are two Lennard-Jones !LJ" centers
with masses corresponding to phenol (MA#93 amu) and tri-
methylamine (MB#59 amu), respectively, while the proton
H !with mH#1 amu) is constrained to move along the AB
axis, i.e., the complex is treated as a collinear triatomic mol-
ecule.

We employ the following Cartesian form of the gas-
phase solute Hamiltonian in order to simplify the path inte-
gral calculation,

Hgas#
1
2MAṘA

2! 1
2MBṘB

2! 1
2mHṙ2!VHB!r ,RAB", !2.1"

where r#!RA"RH! and RAB#!RA"RB! with R&(&
#A ,H ,B) being the Cartesian coordinates of site &. Al-
though the above form is not strictly identical to those used
in previous work, their difference can be shown to be negli-
gible due to the large disparity in masses !see Appendix A for
details". The gas-phase H-bonding potential VHB in Eq. !2.1"
is given by

VHB!r ,RAB"#be"aRAB!DA" 1"exp#"nA!r"dA"2

2r $ %
!cDA" 1"exp#"nB!RAB"r"dB"2

2!RAB"r " $ % ,
!2.2"

where the first term in the right-hand side represents the core
repulsion between A and B , while the remaining terms de-
scribe the chemical bonding of H with A and B . The param-
eters in Eq. !2.2" are listed in Table I. We depict the above
gas-phase potential VHB in Fig. 1. It is seen from this figure
that the present VHB , which is based on the parametrization
by Hammes-Schiffer and Tully,28 has a barrier height of
#2 kcal/mol smaller than that of Azzouz and Borgis !Fig. 1
in Ref. 27". This difference has not been emphasized in pre-
vious work but is non-negligible in discussing the rate con-
stants !see Sec. III".

The Azzouz–Borgis model treats the solvent methyl
chloride molecule as a rigid, polar, nonpolarizable diatomic,
where the methyl group is reduced to a united atom. The
solvent-solvent interaction potential, VSS , is given by a TIPS
!transferable intermolecular potential functions" form as fol-
lows:

VSS!RS"#
1
2 'k(k! '

) ,)!#Me,Cl
& q)q)!

!Rk
)"Rk!

)!!
!

A)A)!

!Rk
)"Rk!

)!!12

"
C)C)!

!Rk
)"Rk!

)!!6' , !2.3"

where RS stands collectively for the solvent coordinates,
while Rk

) is the Cartesian vector of site ) on the kth solvent
molecule. The TIPS parameters in Eq. !2.3" are listed in

TABLE I. Parameters used in the gas-phase H-bonding potential
VHB(r ,RAB).

Parameter Value

a (Å"1) 11.2
b !kcal/mol" 7.1$1013
dA !Å" 0.95
dB !Å" 0.97
DA !kcal/mol" 110
nA (Å"1) 9.26
nB (Å"1) 11.42
c 0.776
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Table II. The interaction potential between the H-bonding
complex and the solvent molecules, VCS , is the sum of Cou-
lomb and LJ interaction potentials,

VCS!r ,RA ,RB ,RS"# '
&#A ,B ,H

'
k
'

)#Me,Cl

q&!r "q)
!R&"Rk

)!

! '
&#A ,B
'
k
'

)#Me,Cl
4*# & +

!R&"Rk
)! ' 12

"& +

!R&"Rk
)! ' 6$ !2.4"

with the LJ parameters + and * chosen as 3.5 Å and 200 K,
respectively. An important feature of the model is that the
partial charges on the H-bonding complex, q&(&#A ,H ,B),
changes greatly from the reactant covalent state (qA

c

#"0.5e ,qH
c #!0.5e ,qB

c #0) to the product ionic state (qA
i

#"1.0e ,qH
i #!0.5e ,qB

i #!0.5e), which is represented by
a smooth switching function as

q&!r "#$1" f !r "%q&
c ! f !r "q&

i , !2.5a"

f !r "#
1
2 #1!

r"r0
!!r"r0"2!l2$ !2.5b"

with r0#1.43 Å and l#0.125 Å. The product ionic state
thus exhibits a large dipole moment and is stabilized strongly
by the polar solvent. With the above potential functions the
total Hamiltonian of the solution becomes

H#Hgas!TS!VSS!RS"!VCS!r ,RA ,RB ,RS", !2.6"

where TS is the translational and rotational kinetic energies
of the solvent molecules.

B. Quantum instanton theory for rate constants

In this section we present the working expressions of the
QI theory.18 The derivation of the QI rate expression begins
with the following formally exact expression:16

k!T "#
1

2,-QA
( dEe")E !2,-"

2

2

$tr$ F̂.!E"Ĥ "F̂.!E"Ĥ "% , !2.7"

and uses a steepest descent approximation to establish an
approximate relation between the microcanonical density op-
erator .(E"Ĥ) and the Boltzmann operator e")Ĥ/2. The
integral over E in Eq. !2.7" is also evaluated within the steep-
est descent approximation. QA in Eq. !2.7" is the reactant
partition function, ) is inverse temperature 1/(kBT), and F̂ is
a flux operator given by

F̂#
1
2mH

$ p̂ r.! r̂"r‡"!.! r̂"r‡" p̂ r% , !2.8"

where pr is the conjugate momentum of r . We note that the
dividing surface is defined as r#r‡, i.e., using the proton
coordinate r rather than a collective solvent coordinate such
as an energy gap function. This choice is simply to facilitate
comparison with the result of Azzouz and Borgis.27,32 r‡ in
Eq. !2.8" is an adjustable parameter that is chosen according
to an appropriate stationary condition !see below". The ap-
proximations described above lead to the following QI
expression:18

k!T "/kQI#
1
QA

C ff!0 "
!,-
2

1
0H , !2.9"

where C ff(0) is the zero time value of the flux-flux correla-
tion function as defined by Miller et al.,16

C ff! t "#tr$e")Ĥ/2F̂e")Ĥ/2eiĤt/-F̂e"iĤt/-% , !2.10"

while 0H is a particular type of energy variance given by

0H2#
tr$Ĥ2e")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"e")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"%"tr$Ĥe")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"Ĥe")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"%

tr$e")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"e")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"%
, !2.11"

TABLE II. TIPS parameters for the methyl chloride solvent model.

Site q(e) A2 (kcal mol"1 Å12) C2 (kcal mol"1 Å6)

CH3 !0.25 7.95$106 2750
Cl "0.25 5.25$106 2950

FIG. 1. Gas-phase H-bonding potential VHB(r ,RAB) in Eq. !2.2". Zero of
energy is taken to be the infinite separation limit AH!B $thus a constant
cDA is subtracted from VHB(r ,RAB)]. !a" Contours are plotted for energies
of "6,"2,.. . ,18 kcal/mol; !b" section at RAB#2.7 Å. The present result is
shown by solid line. The corresponding potential curve of Azzouz and Bor-
gis is reproduced from Fig. 1 in Ref. 27 !line with circles".
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which can also be written as

0H#-#"
C̈dd!0 "
2Cdd!0 "

$ 1/2, !2.12"

where Cdd(0) and C̈dd(0) are the zero-time value and its
second derivative, respectively, of the ‘‘delta-delta’’ correla-
tion function,

Cdd! t "#tr$e")Ĥ/2.! r̂"r‡"e")Ĥ/2eiĤt/-

$.! r̂"r‡"e"iĤt/-% . !2.13"

In practice the 0H above is modified as follows to correct
the free particle !or high-temperature" limit,

0H!0H!!!,"& "/) , !2.14"

which is found to somewhat improve the QI rate.18
The location of the dividing surface, namely, the value of

the parameter r‡ in Eq. !2.8", is determined by the following
stationary condition:18,33

1Cdd!0 "
1r‡ #0. !2.15"

This condition originates from a semiclassical consideration
on the instanton trajectory, but it can also be regarded as an
approximate condition for minimizing dynamical ‘‘recross-
ing’’ effects that cannot be captured by QTST. More pre-
cisely, according to Predescu and Miller,34 C ff(0) should be
minimized with respect to r‡ in order to suppress an oscilla-
tory behavior of C ff(t) !or equivalently, to obtain the best

accuracy of QTST", but Cdd(0) may be used instead because
the latter exhibits essentially the same exponential behavior
as a function of r‡. The use of Cdd(0) has the practical
benefit that it is simpler to evaluate via standard statistical
sampling methods !see below".

C. Path integral evaluation of the quantum
instanton rate

The QI rate in Eq. !2.9" is expressed solely in terms of
the Boltzmann operator and can be evaluated with imaginary
time path integral techniques.9,10 In this section we present
key steps of the implementation as well as the relevant path
integral estimators.22 For simplicity of notation, hereafter we
consider the classical !or single time-slice" limit of the bath
coordinates, R2(RA ,RB ,RS) !see Sec. II F for the quantum
treatment of the latter".

To proceed, we rewrite the QI rate in Eq. !2.9" as
kQI#p3 , !2.16"

with

p#
Cdd!0 "
QA

, 3#
C ff!0 "
Cdd!0 "

!,-
20H , !2.17"

where p and 3 are quantities similar in nature to the activa-
tion probability and the pre-exponential factor in the classi-
cal TST, respectively. The factor p can be obtained with
methods of rare events such as umbrella sampling or thermo-
dynamic integration. To be specific, we discretize the Boltz-
mann operator in Cdd(0) and QA using the standard proce-
dure as

p!ra ,rb"#
Cdd!0;ra ,rb"

QA
#
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5".!r (0)"ra".!r (P/2)"rb"
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5"h!r*"r (0)"h!r*"r (P/2)" , !2.18"

where the proton coordinate r is discretized into P slices,
6r (1), . . . ,r (P)7, and the corresponding action is

5#
mHP
2-2)2's#1

P

!r (s)"r (s"1)"2!
1
P 's#1

P

V!r (s),R".

!2.19"

In Eq. !2.18", h(x) is the Heaviside step function and r* isan adjustable parameter that roughly discriminates between
the reactant and product regions. Note that p(ra ,rb) is de-
fined such that the parameter r‡ can artificially take two in-
dependent values, ra and rb , which leads to a simple nor-
malization of p(ra ,rb) in the reactant space,

(
"8

r* dra(
"8

r* drbp!ra ,rb"#1. !2.20"

The necessary value of p is obtained by generating a normal-
ized histogram of (r (0),r (P/2)) and finding the stationary
point of the ‘‘free energy’’ curve defined by

W!r!"#")"1 ln p!r!" !2.21"

with p(r!)#p(ra#r!,rb#r!). The above procedure can be
achieved, e.g., via two-dimensional umbrella sampling,
where a bias !or umbrella" potential of (r (0),r (P/2)) is added
to the discretized action 5 in Eq. !2.19" and the bias is re-
moved afterward from the resulting free energy. A particular
version called adaptive umbrella sampling is used in Ref. 22
in the context of the QI theory. An alternative way of com-
puting p(r) is thermodynamic integration with respect to the
reaction coordinate:

p!r‡"#p!rA"exp#")(
rA

r‡
dr!
1W!r!"
1r! $ , !2.22"

where rA is an arbitrary constant that is chosen close to the
minimum of the free energy curve in the reactant region, and
the ‘‘mean force’’ "1W(r!)/1r! is calculated via

1W!r!"
1r!

# ) 151r (0) !
15

1r (P/2)* r! , !2.23"

where the constrained path average is defined by
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9¯:r!#
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5".!r (0)"r!".!r (P/2)"r!"!¯ "

4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5".!r (0)"r!".!r (P/2)"r!"
. !2.24"

While the determination of the reference value p(rA) in Eq.
!2.22" still requires a two-dimensional histogram calculation,
no bias potential is necessary so long as rA is sufficiently
close to the bottom of the reactant well. Due to this aspect
the thermodynamic integration may be more straightforward
than two-dimensional umbrella sampling in some situations
!e.g., when a good bias potential is difficult to construct".

The factor 3 in Eq. !2.16", on the other hand, is a quan-
tity associated with the top of the activation barrier and can
be obtained from appropriate constrained sampling. This fac-
tor consists of two ratios, C ff(0)/Cdd(0) and C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0)
$via Eq. !2.12"%. The first one can be evaluated as

C ff!0 "
Cdd!0 "

#9v (0)v (P/2):‡ , !2.25"

where 9¯:‡ is the constrained path average in Eq. !2.24"
with r!#r‡, and the ‘‘velocity’’ factor v (s) is defined by

v (s)#
i

2-0) !r
(s!1)"r (s"1)" !2.26"

with 0)#)/P . The statistical estimator in Eq. !2.25" is ob-
tained by applying the flux operator in Eq. !2.8" directly onto
the neighboring high-temperature Boltzmann operators,
exp("0)Ĥ), in the discretized path integral expression for
C ff(0). In contrast, the second ratio, C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0), can be
obtained in several different ways. For example, one may
express C̈dd(0) as

C̈dd!0 "#"tr" e")Ĥ/2 i
-
$Ĥ ,.! r̂"r‡"%e")Ĥ/2 i

-

$$Ĥ ,.! r̂"r‡"%% , !2.27"

and eliminate the kinetic energy operator in the commutator
through integration by parts to give

C̈dd!0 "
Cdd!0 "

#"9v (0)v (P/2)w (0)w (P/2):‡ , !2.28"

where v (s) is the velocity factor in Eq. !2.26", while w (s) is
defined by

w (s)#
mH

-20)
!2r (s)"r (s!1)"r (s"1)"!0)

1V!r (s),R"
1r (s) .

!2.29"

An alternative method is to take the derivative of Cdd(t)
along the imaginary-time axis !i.e., t#"i-;),

C̈dd!0 "#"
1
-2

d2

d;2 Cdd!"i-;"+
;#0

, !2.30"

which gives

C̈dd!0 "
Cdd!0 "

#"
1
-2
9F2!G:‡ !2.31"

with

F#'
s#1

P " mH

2-20)2 !r
(s)"r (s"1)"2"V̄ (s)% c (s) !2.32a"

and

G#'
s#1

P " 1
20)2 "

mH

-20)3
!r (s)"r (s"1)"2% !c (s)"2,

!2.32b"

where V̄ (s)#$V(r (s),R)!V(r (s"1),R)%/2, and the coeffi-
cients c (s) are defined by

c (s)#" 1/!P/2"2 ", 1%s%P/2
"1/!P/2"2 ", P/2!1%s%P
0, otherwise

, !2.33"

whose derivation is summarized in Appendix B. We refer to
the above two estimators for C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in Eqs. !2.28"
and !2.31" as the ‘‘direct’’ and ‘‘thermodynamic’’ estimators,
respectively, following the conventions in the literature10
$note that ; in Eq. !2.30" has the same physical units as )
#1/kBT]. As is often the case, the two estimators exhibit
quite different statistical behavior, which will be examined
numerically in Sec. III C.

D. Other path integral quantum transition state theory

As mentioned in the Introduction, several different types
of QTST already exist, and it is thus informative to compare
the results of the QI theory with some of the other versions.
To this end we consider the following two QTSTs that are
directly amenable to path integral evaluation. The first is the
centroid-density QTST that defines the activation free energy
in terms of the centroid of the imaginary-time path,11–14

k!T ",kc!T "#
1

!2,mH)
pc!rc

‡", !2.34"

where the centroid density pc is given by

pc!rc"#
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5".! r̃"rc"
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5"h!r*" r̃ "

!2.35"

with the path centroid r̃ being

1/P'
s#1

P

r (s).

The value of rc
‡ in Eq. !2.34" is chosen such that it minimizes

the centroid density pc(rc). The above method can be imple-
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mented rather straightforwardly and has already been applied
to numerous condensed-phase reactions including the
Azzouz–Borgis model in Sec. II A.

The second QTST of interest is that proposed by Hansen
and Andersen,15 which employs the following short-time ap-
proximation to the flux-flux correlation function in Eq.
!2.10",

C ff! t "/C ff
HA! t "#

aebt
2

$ t2!!-)/2"2%3/2 !2.36"

with

a#& -)2 ' 3C ff!0 ", b#
6

!-)"2
!

C̈ ff!0 "
2C ff!0 "

. !2.37"

The corresponding approximate rate is given by

k!T "/kHA!T "#
1
QA

(
0

8

dtC ff
HA! t ". !2.38"

This method is based on a Padé approximation to
d ln$Cff(z1/2)%/dz , and it reproduces the correct short-time
behavior of the true C ff(t), satisfies known analyticity prop-
erties of the latter, and becomes exact for a free particle.
Despite these appealing features the above method has not
been utilized in realistic condensed-phase problems because
of the lack of practical implementation schemes. Here we
find that such a scheme can be established in a straightfor-
ward manner by rewriting Eq. !2.38" as

kHA!T "#
Cdd!0 "
QA

" C ff!0 "Cdd!0 "
(
0

8

dt
!-)/2"3ebt

2

$ t2!!-)/2"2%3/2% ,
!2.39"

and evaluating the ratios Cdd(0)/QA , C ff(0)/Cdd(0), and
C̈ ff(0)/C ff(0) $in coefficient b in Eq. !2.37"% using the
present path integral approach in Sec. II C. An ingredient
required here is the statistical estimator for C̈ ff(0)/C ff(0),
which can be generated by combining the estimators for
C ff(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq. !2.25" and that for C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in
Eq. !2.31" as follows !see Appendix B for more details":

C̈ ff!0 "
C ff!0 "

#"
1
-2
9v (0)v (P/2)!F2!G ":‡

9v (0)v (P/2):‡
. !2.40"

Thus the Hansen–Andersen QTST can be evaluated simulta-
neously with the present QI theory.

E. Direct evaluation of the kinetic isotope effect

The H/D KIE, k(mH)/k(mD), provides an experimen-
tally important clue to understand the degree of nuclear
quantum effects in a given reaction. A conventional way of
estimating the KIE by computer simulation is to calculate the
absolute rates k(mH) and k(mD) separately, but one can also
evaluate the ratio k(mH)/k(mD) directly without generating
the absolute rates. In this section we describe such an ap-
proach based on thermodynamic integration of the rate with
respect to hydrogen mass. The primary benefit of this method
is that one can avoid costly evaluation of the activation free
energy for the H and D transfer.

The KIE is thus given in terms of the QI rate of Eq.
!2.16" as follows:

kQI!mH"

kQI!mD"
#
p!mH"3!mH"

p!mD"3!mD"
, !2.41"

where the dependence of relevant quantities on hydrogen
mass m is indicated. Our strategy is to calculate the ratio
p(mH)/p(mD) directly via thermodynamic integration with
respect to m . $We note that the evaluation of p is more costly
than 3 because the former requires umbrella sampling etc.,
while the latter can be obtained from a single constrained
average in Eq. !2.24" with r!#r‡.] As such, we rewrite the
ratio of p as

p!mH"

p!mD"
#exp" "(

mH

mD
dm

1

1m ln p!m "% , !2.42"

and by substituting the discretized path integral expression
for p(m) in Eq. !2.18" into the log derivative of p(m), we
have

1

1m ln p!m "#
)

m $9K!m ":‡"9K!m ":A% , !2.43"

where K(m) is the thermodynamic estimator for the kinetic
energy,10

K!m "#
P
2)"

mP
2-2)2's#1

P

!r (s)"r (s"1)"2. !2.44"

The bracket 9¯:‡ in Eq. !2.43" has the same meaning as in
Eq. !2.25", while 9¯:A is the equilibrium path average in the
reactant space defined by

9¯:A#
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5"hA!¯ "

4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5"hA !2.45"

with hA#h(r*"r (0))h(r*"r (P/2)). Thus, the KIE is ex-
pressed in terms of the average kinetic energy in the reactant
and barrier regions as follows:

kQI!mH"

kQI!mD"
#
3!mH"

3!mD"

$exp")(
mH

mD
dm$9K!m ":A"9K!m ":‡%/m% .

!2.46"
An important point here is that 9K(m): is generally a slowly
varying function of m , suggesting that a simple quadrature
with only a few points should suffice for practical purposes.
This feature will be illustrated numerically in Sec. III D. We
note also that the above procedure is equally applicable to a
wide class of other rate theories including the centroid-
density and Hansen–Andersen QTST.

F. Quantizing the bath degrees of freedom

All the path integral expressions in the preceding sec-
tions were presented in the classical !i.e., single time-slice"
limit of the bath degrees of freedom, R#(RA ,RB ,RS).
While this approximation seems excellent due to the large
masses associated with R, one can examine its accuracy with
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minimal computational effort by using only a few time slices
for R, following the procedure described in Ref. 35: Specifi-
cally, the original ‘‘beads’’ for R, namely 6R(1), . . . ,R(P)7, are
first grouped into P! (%P) segments of length L , where the
+th segment consists of R(s) with s0!L+<s%s0!L(+
!1), and s0 is an arbitrary integer offset. For convenience,
the first bead in each segment is denoted as R[+]
2R(s0!L+). Since the bath degrees of freedom in the present
system are close to classical entities, the separation between
neighboring beads, R(s) and R(s"1), remains extremely
small, and thus one may neglect the dependence of the po-
tential function on 6R(s)7 within a given segment,

V!r (s),R(s)"/V!r (s),R[+(s)]" !2.47"

with +(s)#int$(s"s0)/L% . This approximation permits all
R(s) except for R[+(s)] to be integrated out from the original
path integral, which leads to a modified expression for the
partition function of the form

Q#( dr (1)¯( dr (P)( dR[1]¯( dR[P!]

$#=
s#1

P

9r (s)!e")T̂r /P!r (s"1):$
$#=

+#1

P!

9R[+]!e")T̂R /P!!R[+"1]:$
$exp" "

)

P 's#1

P

V!r (s),R[+(s)]"% , !2.48"

where T̂r and T̂R is the kinetic energy operators for r and R,
respectively.

Other path integral expressions in Sec. II C can also be
generalized through similar arguments. One exception that
requires care is the thermodynamic estimator for
C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq. !2.31", where the F and G functions in
Eq. !2.32" are modified as follows:

F#'
s#1

P " mH

2-20)2 !r
(s)"r (s"1)"2"V̄ (s)% c (s)

!'
+#1

P! " MA

2-2!0)!"2
!RA

[+]"RA
[+"1]"2

!
MB

2-2!0)!"2
!RB

[+]"RB
[+"1]"2%C [+] !2.49a"

and

G#'
s#1

P " f r
2!0)"2 "

mH

-2!0)"3
!r (s)"r (s"1)"2% !c (s)"2

!'
+#1

P! " f AB
2!0)!"2

"
MA

-2!0)!"3
!RA

[+]"RA
[+"1]"2

"
MB

-2!0)!"3
!RB

[+]"RB
[+"1]"2% !C [+]"2 !2.49b"

with 0)#)/P and 0)!#)/P!. The numbers of partial de-
grees of freedom f r and f AB in Eq. !2.49b" are 1 and 6,
respectively, while the average potentials V̄ (s) and the con-
tracted coefficients C [+] are defined by

V̄ (s)# 1
2 6V!r (s),RA

[+(s)] ,RB
[+(s)] ,RS"

!V!r (s"1),RA
[+(s"1)] ,RB

[+(s"1)] ,RS"7 !2.50"

and

C [+]# '
s#s0!L(+"1)!1

s0!L+

c (s) !2.51"

!see Appendix B for the derivation". Here we should empha-
size that the quantum solvent contributions are neglected in
Eq. !2.49". Although it is formally possible to include the
solvent terms, it is not attempted in this paper because the
resulting estimator may exhibit prohibitively large statistical
errors. In the subsequent calculations, therefore, we use the
above F and G functions approximately when the solvent is
quantized as well as the proton and the donor-acceptor
modes. $Note, however, that all the other quantities such as p
in Eq. !2.16" are treated rigorously, including the quantiza-
tion of the solvent.%

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Computational details

The simulation conditions in this paper were chosen
identical to those in Ref. 28. Specifically, the simulation was
performed with periodic boundary condition for a cubic box
of length 28 Å at a temperature of 249 K, where the box
contained one reactive AHB complex and 255 solvent mol-
ecules with the density being >#0.012 Å"3. To facilitate
comparison with the previous studies, the Coulombic poten-
tial for the solvent-solvent and solvent-complex interactions
was smoothly truncated at 13.8 Å using the Steinhauser
function.28

In the path integral calculations, the Boltzmann operator
was discretized using the primitive approximation, e"*H

/e"*V/2e"*Te"*V/2, for all the degrees of freedom. Since
the solvent in the Azzouz–Borgis model is a collection of
rigid rotors, the following rotational density matrix was used
in conjunction with the primitive approximation:36

9!"!exp!"*T̂ rot"!!!:#'
l#0

8 & 2l!14, '
$exp#"*

l! l!1 "-2

2I $Pl!!"•!!",

!3.1"
where T rot is the rotational kinetic energy of a rigid rotor, !
and I is its orientational unit vector and inertia moment, re-
spectively, and Pl(x) is the Legendre polynomial. Since the
above matrix element depends only on cos ?2!"•!!, we
prepared a numerical table of the matrix element and inter-
polated it as necessary during the simulation.

The sampling of discretized paths was performed with
Monte Carlo methods. The proton path was sampled effi-
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ciently with the staging algorithm.37–39 For the rotational
motion of the solvent, no such algorithms exist that can
sample the rotational kinetic action exactly. We thus utilized
the multiple ‘‘time step’’ Monte Carlo method of Hetényi
et al.,40 where the total potential is separated into a rapidly
varying part V I and a slowly varying part V II . This method
performs several successive moves for V I and accepts or re-
jects the resulting configuration according to V II in order to
make the evaluation of V II less frequent than otherwise. In
the present paper we chose the rapidly varying part as the
rotational density matrix in Eq. !3.1" and the slowly varying
part as the potential energy terms in the path integral action.
This choice resulted in substantial savings in CPU time be-
cause the evaluation of the total potential is much more
costly than that of the rotational density matrix.

The numbers of time slices, i.e., P for the proton and P!
for the bath degrees of freedom, were set to (P ,P!)
#(40,4) in all the path integral simulations. This combina-
tion was found to be sufficient for reducing the discretization
errors in the relevant quantities to %5%. The number of
Monte Carlo cycles was set to 2 –4$106 for computing a
single ensemble average, which converged most of the ratios
such as C ff(0)/Cdd(0) within %10% statistical errors.

B. Classical and quantum free energy surfaces

Figure 2 displays the classical free energy surface asso-
ciated with the probability density

pcl!r!,RAB! "#
4dR4dre")V.!r"r!".!RAB"RAB! "

4dR4dre")V ,

!3.2"
where V is the total potential of the system. The above den-
sity was generated using a simplified version of the adaptive
umbrella sampling methods,22 where 20 sets of short simu-
lations with 105 Monte Carlo cycles were performed itera-
tively to construct a good global bias potential, and a long
simulation with 6$106 cycles was run with the resulting
bias potential to obtain Fig. 2. The number of bins for r and
RAB were set to 100 and 50, respectively. Other free energy
surfaces in this section were also generated with the same
procedure. The classical free energy in Fig. 2 exhibits a deep
product well that is absent from the gas-phase potential in
Fig. 1, which results from electrostatic stabilization of the
ionic product by the polar solvent. Figure 2 compares the
present classical free energy !solid line" with that obtained
by McRae et al.31 !dashed line" and Azzouz and Borgis27
!circles", from which it is seen that the free energy of McRae
et al. agrees almost perfectly with the present result while
that of Azzouz and Borgis has a barrier height #2 kcal/mol
higher than the present one. This discrepancy is probably due
to the slightly different parametrization of the gas-phase po-
tential VHB in Refs. 27 and 28, as manifested in Fig. 1. The
difference in the gas-phase potential also affects the centroid
free energy surface displayed in Fig. 3, where the associated
probability density is defined as

pc!rc ,RAB! "#
4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5".! r̃"rc".!RAB"RAB! "

4dR4dr (1)¯4dr (P) exp!")5" . !3.3"

FIG. 2. Classical free energy surface associated with the probability density
pcl(r ,RAB) in Eq. !3.2". Zero of energy is taken as the minimum of the
reactant well. !a" Contours are plotted for energies of 0,4,.. . ,28 kcal/mol;
!b" section at RAB#2.7 Å. The present result is shown by solid line, while
the result obtained by McRae et al. !Ref. 31" using two-dimensional ther-
modynamic integration is shown by dashed line !almost indistinguishable
from the present result". The corresponding free energy curve of Azzouz and
Borgis is reproduced from Fig. 4 in Ref. 27 !line with circles".

FIG. 3. Centroid free energy surface associated with the probability density
pc(r ,RAB) in Eq. !3.3". Zero of energy is taken as the minimum of the
reactant well. !a" Contours are plotted for energies of 0,2,.. . ,20 kcal/mol;
!b" section at RAB#2.7 Å. The present result is shown by solid line. The
corresponding free energy curve of Azzouz and Borgis is reproduced from
Fig. 9!a" in Ref. 27 !line with circles". The classical free energy in Fig. 2 is
also plotted for comparison $dashed line in panel !b"%.
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Although there are other factors that may contribute to the
difference in the free energy surfaces !e.g., details of the path
integral calculation", we think that the most dominant factor
would be the gas-phase potential as shown above.

Next, we plot in Fig. 4 the quantum free energy surface
relevant to the QI theory, i.e., which defined in terms of the
probability density p(ra ,rb) in Eq. !2.18". This free energy
surface exhibits a double-well structure in the direction of
(ra!rb)/2, as in the classical and centroid cases, while it
grows nearly quadratically with increasing !ra"rb! !see Ref.
22 for the interpretation of this behavior". The QI rate is
calculated using the dividing surface corresponding to the
top of the free energy curve in Fig. 4!b", i.e., with ra#rb
#r‡#1.30 Å in this particular example. We note in addition
that although the latter potential curve was obtained from
two-dimensional umbrella sampling, it can equally be gener-
ated via thermodynamic integration of the factor p with re-
spect to the reaction coordinate, as described in Sec. II C.

C. Statistical convergence of path integral estimators

The QI theory requires the evaluation of several ratios
such as C ff(0)/Cdd(0), which can be obtained simulta-
neously from a constrained path average in Eq. !2.24" with
r!#r‡. A practically important issue here is the rate of sta-
tistical convergence of these estimators, because it directly
affects the computational time required. Figure 5 illustrates
the convergence behavior of relevant estimators, where each
panel contains results of three independent runs. From this
figure it is seen that the estimator for C ff(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq.
!2.25" $panel !a"% converges very rapidly and the ratio can be
obtained quite accurately with minimal numerical effort.
Next, comparing two types of estimators for C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0)
$panel !b"%, we see that the ‘‘thermodynamic’’ estimator in
Eq. !2.31" !solid line" converges as rapidly as the estimator
for C ff(0)/Cdd(0) in panel !a", whereas the direct estimator
in Eq. !2.28" !dashed line" exhibits drastically large statistical

errors. This difference in convergence rate stems partially
from different information content in the two estimators, i.e.,
the direct estimator is based exclusively on the time slices
near s#0 and P/2 through the v (s) and w (s) factors, while
the thermodynamic estimator utilizes all the time slices in an
equivalent manner. We also find that the direct estimator is
not favorable for an extrapolation procedure to the limit P
!8 because its statistical error grows too rapidly with in-
crease in P !not illustrated in Fig. 5". Finally, the estimator
for C̈ ff(0)/C ff(0) in Eq. !2.40" $panel !c"% converges some-
what more slowly than the thermodynamic estimator for
C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) because of the additional velocity factors.
Thus, the Hansen–Andersen QTST is computationally
slightly more costly than the QI theory if the same statistical
accuracy is to be obtained.

FIG. 4. Quantum free energy surface associated with the probability density
p(ra,rb) in Eq. !2.18". Zero of energy is taken as the minimum of the
reactant well. !a" Contours are plotted for energies of "2,
"1,.. . ,10 kcal/mol; !b" section at ra#rb that corresponds to a single divid-
ing surface.

FIG. 5. Statistical convergence of path integral estimators for the QI theory
and the Hansen–Andersen QTST. Results of three independent runs are plot-
ted in each panel as a function of Monte Carlo cycles. !a" The estimator for
C ff(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq. !2.25"; !b" the ‘‘thermodynamic’’ estimator for
C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq. !2.31" !solid line" and the direct estimator for
C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq. !2.28" !dashed line"; !c" the estimator for
C̈ ff(0)/C ff(0) in Eq. !2.40".
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D. Rate constants and HÕD kinetic isotope effects

Table III summarizes the rate constants obtained with the
QI theory as well as the centroid-density and Hansen-
Andersen QTST.41 This table contains results of the three
quantization schemes !I"–!III", where scheme !I" quantizes
the proton only, scheme !II" includes the donor-acceptor
modes (RA ,RB) into the quantum treatment, and scheme
!III" quantizes the whole solution. Note that scheme !I" cor-
responds to the treatment by Azzouz and Borgis27 and
Hammes-Schiffer and Tully,28 while scheme !II" broadly to
McRae et al.31 and Kim and Hammes-Schiffer.29 Comparing
the rates within a given quantization scheme, we find that the
three QTSTs provide very similar estimates of the rate,
within #30% of each other, which is not trivial if one recalls
the totally different derivations of the three QTSTs. Next,
comparison of different quantization schemes reveals that the
quantization of donor-acceptor modes reduces the rate by
20%–30%, which is in agreement with the results obtained
by McRae et al. and primarily due to the zero-point energy
difference between the reactant and transition state regions.
Table III also shows that the quantum effect of the solvent is
even smaller, which is to be expected because the present
solvent model involves no ‘‘fast’’ degrees of freedom such as
methane hydrogens or electronic polarizability.4 The small
quantum effect of the bath modes hence validates the use of
mixed quantum/classical approximations in the previous
studies.

The H/D KIE in Table III was calculated with the abso-
lute rates for the H and D transfer. As discussed in Sec. II E,
it can also be obtained through thermodynamic integration
with respect to hydrogen mass. Figure 6 displays the key
quantities in Eq. !2.46", namely, the average kinetic energy
in the reactant and barrier regions, 9K(m):A and 9K(m):‡ ,
as a function of hydrogen mass m . From this figure it is seen
that the mass dependence of 9K(m): is very weak and close
to linear in m . Thus only a few points of m should suffice for
accurate discretization of the mass integral in Eq. !2.46",
leading to considerable savings in CPU time if one is inter-

ested only in the KIE itself rather than the absolute rates,
since no calculation of activation free energy is required.

Table IV compares the present QTST rates with those
obtained previously by other groups.42 Rows two and three
contain the rates calculated by Azzouz and Borgis using a
semiclassical curve-crossing TST and the centroid-density
QTST. A critical point here is that their centroid rates !row
three" are more than one order of magnitude smaller than our
result !the last row" despite the fact that the same methodol-
ogy has been used. As discussed above, this discrepancy pre-
sumably originates from the gas-phase potential VHB in Eq.
!2.2". Because all the other studies listed in Table IV !includ-
ing the present work" were performed with the parametriza-
tion of VHB by Hammes-Schiffer and Tully, it follows that
the absolute rates in rows two and three should not be com-
pared directly with the remaining rates. Now focusing on the
other rows in the table, we find that the present QTST results
agree reasonably well with the results of MDQT and
VTST/MT within a factor of #2(7) for the H(D) transfer.

TABLE III. Rate constants !in unit of 1010 s"1) for the H and D transfer and
H/D KIEs calculated with the quantum instanton theory, the Hansen–
Andersen QTST, and the centroid-density QTST. Results of three quantiza-
tion schemes !I"–!III" are compared, where scheme !I" quantizes the proton
only, scheme !II" quantizes the proton and the donor-acceptor modes, and
scheme !III" quantizes the whole solution.

Method H D H/D KIE

Scheme !I"
Quantum instanton 21 0.48 44
Hansen–Andersen 16 0.45 36
Centroid density 14 0.38 37

Scheme !II"
Quantum instanton 17 0.37 46
Hansen–Andersen 13 0.34 38
Centroid density 11 0.27 41

Scheme !III"
Quantum instanton 17 0.36 47
Hansen–Andersen 13 0.33 39
Centroid density 12 0.28 43

FIG. 6. Average kinetic energies 9K(m):A !solid line with circles" and
9K(m):‡ !dashed line with squares" as a function of hydrogen mass m ,
which is related to the KIE via Eq. !2.46".

TABLE IV. Comparison of the present QTST rates with the results of pre-
vious studies.

Method H D H/D KIE

Classical TSTa 7.5$10"4 5.3$10"4 1.4
Curve-crossing TSTb 0.78 0.017 46
Centroid-density QTSTb 1.1 0.026 40
MDQTc !1D, reversal"d 7.8 2.0 3.9
MDQTe !1D, no reversal"d 10 2.2 4.5
MDQTe !2D, no reversal"d 13 2.0 6.5
VTST/MTa !ES"f 16 1.0 16
VTST/MTa !NES"f 13 0.85 15
Quantum instanton theoryg 17 0.36 47
Hansen–Andersen QTSTg 13 0.33 39
Centroid density QTSTg 12 0.28 43

aMcRae et al. !Ref. 31".
bAzzouz and Borgis !Ref. 27".
cHammes-Schiffer and Tully !Ref. 28".
d1D scheme quantizes the proton only, while 2D scheme quantizes the pro-
ton and the donor-acceptor distance RAB . ‘‘Reversal’’ refers to the velocity
reversal procedure for classically forbidden transitions in surface hopping
algorithm.
eKim and Hammes-Schiffer !Ref. 29".
f‘‘ES’’ and ‘‘NES’’ stands for the equilibrium and nonequilibrium solvation
models, respectively.
gScheme !III" in Table III.
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This magnitude of difference is much smaller than that as-
sumed previously !i.e., two orders of magnitude", thus sig-
nificantly reconciling different theoretical methodologies
used. On the other hand, the uncertainty in the H/D KIE still
remains rather large !4–48", due mainly to the large varia-
tion in the D transfer rate.

Further tracking down the remaining discrepancy in
Table IV is difficult with the present information available,
but it is worth noting that the QTST rates are likely to more
or less overestimate the true rates of the Azzouz–Borgis
model. As is well known, a family of QTST provide their
best accuracy when the relevant dynamics is of ‘‘direct’’ na-
ture, i.e., when there is no recrossing of thermal wave pack-
ets. The violation of this condition usually leads to an over-
estimation of the rate due essentially to the neglect of
recurrences in the flux-flux correlation function. In fact, the
QI theory overestimates the rate constant of the gas-phase
collinear Cl!HCl reaction at T#250 K by a factor of 2,
since the heavy chlorine atoms cannot dissipate the fast hy-
drogen motions very rapidly.24 On the other hand, the error is
diminished to as small as 10% for the Cl!DCl reaction be-
cause of the reduced difference in the relevant time scales.24
Here we recall that the AHB complex in the Azzouz–Borgis
problem is a typical collinear ‘‘heavy-light-heavy’’ system;
i.e., the Lennard-Jones centers A and B are given unusually
large masses of phenol !93 amu" and trimethylamine !59
amu", respectively, while the proton is restrained to move
along the AB axis. It is thus possible that this simplified
feature of the Azzouz–Borgis model may enhance the dy-
namical recrossing of the proton than in other realistic hy-
drogen transfer reactions in condensed phase, although the
coupling with the polar solvent should suppress the recross-
ing effect to some extent.3 It is thus highly desirable to quan-
tify the degree of recrossing by using some approximate real-
time propagation methods43–49 or numerical analytic
continuation approaches,50–53 but this is clearly beyond the
scope of this paper and will be addressed elsewhere.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated that it is feasible to apply the QI
theory, a recently proposed QTST, to a realistic proton trans-
fer reaction in a condensed phase. The necessary computa-
tional effort was rather moderate and slightly greater than
that required for the centroid-density QTST, the additional
cost arising from the evaluation of the factor 3 in Eq. !2.17".
We have also described how the present path integral ap-
proach can be used to evaluate the Hansen–Andersen QTST.
This is of practical significance because there were no estab-
lished computational schemes for the latter except for quan-
tum basis set methods, which severely hindered the applica-
tion of the Hansen–Andersen QTST to realistic chemical
reactions. Another key ingredient in this paper is the idea of
obtaining the kinetic isotope effect !KIE" directly from ther-
modynamic integration of the rate with respect to hydrogen
mass. This thus avoids repeated calculations of the activation
free energy for the H and D transfer and is useful in situa-
tions where one’s interest is in KIE rather than in the abso-
lute rates, or when it is difficult to evaluate the activation

free energy but still the mass integral in Eq. !2.46" can be
calculated with tolerable statistical noise using a few-point
quadrature over hydrogen mass.

The present application of the QI theory to the Azzouz–
Borgis problem shows that three different QTSTs !namely,
the QI theory, the Hansen–Andersen method, and the
centroid-density QTST" give very similar estimates of the
rate, within 30% of each other, and the resulting rates are in
reasonable agreement with the results of MDQT and
VTST/MT !within an order of magnitude". Further, it was
identified that the large discrepancy in the previously calcu-
lated rates is partially due to slightly different parametriza-
tion of the Azzouz–Borgis model.

Although dynamical recrossing may be nonnegligible in
the present work due to the simplicity of the Azzouz–Borgis
model, such effects are not of serious concern in more prac-
tical applications, because in the latter cases the hydrogen
atom moves in full 3d space and this largely diminishes the
recrossing effect,54 as indicated by numerous simulation
studies on enzymatically catalyzed hydrogen transfer
reactions.6,55 On the other hand, the present path integral
based QTST has the clear advantage that all the tunneling
contributions are included without bias !i.e., one does not
need to specify a tunneling path", and that it is possible to
include the quantum effects of proximate heavy atoms with
mild increase in CPU time. To see whether these features of
the QI theory can indeed be exploited in more practical prob-
lems in solution phase and in biological systems, however,
needs further theoretical studies.
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APPENDIX A: KINETIC ENERGY OF THE H-BONDING
COMPLEX

The solute kinetic energy in Eq. !2.1" is not strictly iden-
tical to that employed in previous work, but the difference
can be shown to be negligible as follows. First, the kinetic
energy used by McRae et al.31 and Kim and Hammes-
Schiffer29 is of the form

Tgas# 1
2M Ṙc.m.

2 ! 1
2 ! ṙ ṘAB""& ṙ

ṘAB
' ! 1

2 I!r ,RAB"!̇
2,

!A1"
where M#MA!MB!mH , Rc.m. is the center-of-mass of the
H-bonding complex, " is the effective mass tensor,

"#
1
M & !MA!MB"mH "mHMB

"mHMB !MA!mH"MB
' , !A2"

I(r ,RAB) is the inertia moment,
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I!r ,RAB"#!r RAB""& r
RAB

' , !A3"

and ! is the orientational unit vector of the complex. Now
approximating the mass tensor as

"/&mH 0
0 @AB

' , !A4"

and the moment of inertia as I/@ABRAB
2 with @AB

#MAMB /(MA!MB) based on the fact that mH&MA ,MB ,
we obtain the following kinetic energy:

Tgas# 1
2M Ṙc.m.

2 ! 1
2 !mHṙ2!@ABṘAB

2 "! 1
2 @ABRAB

2 !̇2.
!A5"

The above form neglects the kinetic coupling between r and
RAB and was employed initially by Azzouz and Borgis.27
Further neglecting the contribution of the proton to the trans-
lational energy of the solute, 1/2M Ṙc.m.

2 , and combining all
the terms related to the A and B sites, we arrive at the present
Cartesian form of the kinetic energy in Eq. !2.1". Although
we have also carried out some additional path integral calcu-
lations to quantify the effect of the coupling between r and
RAB , the resulting changes in the rate were at most a few
percent and did not affect the main conclusions in this paper.

APPENDIX B: THERMODYNAMIC ESTIMATOR
FOR C̈dd„0…ÕCdd„0…

The thermodynamic estimator for C̈dd(0)/Cdd(0) in Eq.
!2.49", which is a generalization of Eq. !2.32" to the multi-
slice treatment of the donor-acceptor modes, can be obtained
as follows. First, we discretize Cdd("i-;) as

Cdd!"i-;"

#tr$e"()/2!;)Ĥ.! r̂"r‡"e"()/2";)Ĥ.! r̂"r‡"%

#( dr (1)¯( dr (P)( dR(1)¯

$( dR(P).!r (0)"r‡".!r (P/2)"r‡"

$=
s#1

P

9r (s)R(s)!exp!"0) (s)Ĥ "!r (s"1)R(s"1):, !B1"

where 0) (s)#)/P!c (s); with c (s) being the coefficients
given by Eq. !2.33". Using the primitive approximation to
the high-temperature Boltzmann operator and applying the
grouping procedure for R in Sec. II F, we have

Cdd!"i-;"#( dr (1)¯( dr (P)( dR[1]¯

$( dR[P!].!r (0)"r‡".!r (P/2)"r‡"

$#=
s#1

P

9r (s)!exp!"0) (s)T̂r"!r (s"1):$

$#=
+#1

P!

9R[+]!exp!"0) [+]T̂R"!R[+"1]:$
$exp" "'

s#1

P

0) (s)V̄ (s)% , !B2"

where V̄ (s) is the average potential in Eq. !2.50", and 0) [+]
is defined by

0) [+]# '
s#s0!L(+"1)!1

s0!L+

0) (s)#)/P!!C [+]; !B3"

with C [+] given by Eq. !2.51". Taking the second derivative
of Eq. !B2" with respect to ; yields the desired estimator. We
note that the coefficient c (s) in Eq. !2.33" is chosen such that
it vanishes for time slices s#1, P/2, P/2!1, and P which
neighbor the flux operator in C ff(0). The independence of
these slices from ; greatly simplifies the resulting estimator
for C̈ ff(0)/C ff(0) in Eq. !2.40", since the action of the flux
operator and the derivative with respect to ; can be per-
formed independently !see Ref. 22 and its Appendix A for
related discussions".
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